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A new classification system
for Irish herds
Maria Guelbenzu, IBR Programme Manager

O

ver the course of 2021 the main activities within the IBR Programme have involved the
development of a first draft of a proposal for a national IBR programme by the IBR Technical
Working Group. In support of this work, Jonas Brock, a DAFM funded PhD student working
for AHI and based in the Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research (Germany) has developed a
national IBR model.
One of the initial outputs from this work consisted of a new classification system for Irish herds.
This was developed by combining expert knowledge and a machine-learning algorithm using a
technique called self-organising-maps (SOMs). This approach was applied to the cattle sector in
Ireland, generating a detailed understanding of herd types, extending these beyond the categories of
dairy, beef and mixed herds that are commonly considered. In total, seventeen herd categories were
identified (Figure 1). For disease control purposes, it is key to understand the type of animals that
each herd contains as well as the movements of animals between herds.
The next step consisted in building a regional model of county Kerry which includes 5,000 farms and
400,000 animals. Kerry has the same proportion of herd types as the whole of Ireland, and therefore it
is representative of the national herd. The model can reproduce the demography (number of animals,
age, size), management practices and transport patterns of this entire cattle population. One of the
innovations of this model is that it incorporates the new classification system for Irish herds.
Each individual animal in the model is subject to an ageing process with animal age increasing by
one week per simulation step. Ageing can trigger other processes, for example transfer between
management units. In addition, each animal is assigned to one of four IBR epidemiological states as
described in Figure 2. The model has been calibrated and now the process of simulating the spread of
IBR in Kerry and identifying primary, latently infected and naïve animals has been initiated.
Finally, the validated model has started to be applied to support the current discussions regarding
the structure and implementation of a potential national IBR eradication programme in Ireland.
Simulation experiments will be conducted to compare the impact of various intervention strategies
on the success, duration and cost of such a programme.
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Figure 1. Decision tree for the classification of the Irish cattle sector. Histograms represent herds
remaining at the respective node. Numbers and dashed line demarcate thresholds for class
assignment. Main herd types: dairy (D), beef (B), mixed (M), store/rearing (S/R), fattening (F),
and trading (T) herds. Dairy sub-types: dairy (D), dairy no rearing—contract (DnR-C), dairy no
rearing—no contract (DnR-nC), dairy rearing male calves (DRm). Beef sub-types: beef pedigree
(BP), beef suckling to weanlings (BSW), beef suckling to youngstock (BSY), beef suckling to
youngstock—no rearing (BSY-nR), beef suckling to beef (BSB). Store/rearing sub-types: store
dairy males (Sdm), store beef males (Sbm), Store beef females (Sbf), store beef mixed (Sbmx),
rearing dairy females (Rdf).
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